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Introduction

We shall consider a Hermitian n-vector bundle E over a complex

manifold X. When X is compact (without boundary), S.S. Chern defined

in his paper [3] the Chern classes (the basic characteristic classes of E) d{E),

i = 1, , n, in terms of the basic forms Φi on the Grassmann manifold

H(n,N) and the classifying map / of X into H(n,N). Moreover he proved

([3], [4]) that if Ek denotes the fc-general Stiefel bundle associated with E, the

(n — k + l)-th Chern class Cn-k+ι{E) coincides with the characteristic class

C(Ek) of Ek defined as follows: Let K be a simplicial decomposition of X

and K2^n'k)+1 the 2(n — k) + 1 — shelton of K. Then there exists a section s

of Ek\K2in~k)+1 so that one can define the obstruction cocycle φ ) of 5. The

cohomology class of c(s) is independent of such a section s. Thus one de-

notes by C{Ek) the cohomology class of c{s) which is called the characteristic

class of Ek. The above fact is well known as the second definition of the

Chern classes ([3]).

On the other hand, in case when X is with boundary, R. Bott and S.S.

Chern established the so-called Gauss-Bonnet theorem ([1]), which gives an

integral formula for the above second definition of the n-th. Chern class

Cn{E), that is, if Cn{E) denotes the n-th Chern form induced by a norm on

E (c.f. Prop. 2.1),

( Cn(E) = \ s*ηn + Σ J β l zero (p,; s),

where the pd are the zero points of a section s of X into E, the zero (pj; s)

denote the zero-numbers of s at pj9 and ηn is the n-th boundary form of E

(cf. Def. 3.1).
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The main purpose of this paper is to generalize their theorem to give

an integral formula (Theorem 4.1) for the z-th Chern form Ci{E){l ^i <,ή)

induced by a norm on a Hermitian n-vector bundle E over a complex

manifold X of a complex dimension m, according to [1] and the obstruction

theory [3] and [4].

Roughly speaking, our main theorem 4.1, which is called the genera-

lized realtive Gauss-Bonnet theorem, is as follows: Let Ek be the ^-general

Stiefel bundle associated with E and π\E the induced bundle of E under

the projection πk of Ek onto X. Suppose there exisit a real 2{m~n + k —1)-

dimensional oriented submanifold A (with smooth boundary dA) of X (here

m = d i m c X ) , and a smooth section s of {X — A) into E. Then for any

interior point q of A we can define the fc-th complement obstruction number

obs^iq, s, A) (c.f. Def. 4.2). Let V be a real 2(w — k + l)-dimensional oriented

manifold and D a. compact domain with smooth boundary dD. Now

given a smooth map / of V into X, we obtain the intersection numbers

n{pi9f,A) of the singular chain fiD-^X and A at the points

( A ) ( i = l, • • • , / ) .

Then our integral formula is given by

+ Σ}-i obs±{f(Pj), s> A) - n(pj, f, A).

As an application of our theorem, we obtain Levine's "The First Main

Theorem [7]" concerning holomorphic mappings / from a non-compact

complex manifold V into the n-complex projective space Pn(C) (c.f. §5).

Finally we note that technics in [2] are used in the proof of Theorem

4.1.

In Section 1 we review the theory of the Chern forms as described in

[1]. In Section 2 we refine this theory for the case of complex analytic

Hermitian bundles and state the duality formula according to [1]. In Sec-

tion 3 we define an (n, ̂ -trivial bundle and its boundary form (c.f. Def. 3.1

and 3.2). Furthermore we study the boundary form rjn.k+1{π\E) of the (n,fc)-

trivial bundle π\{E) associated with a Hermitian ^-bundle E over a complex

manifold X, which plays an important role in our theorem. In Section 4

we define the &-th obstruction number (c.f. Def. 4.1 and 4.2), and prove

the generalized relative Gauss-Bonnet theorem.
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In preparing this paper, I have received many advices from Dr. N.

Tanaka. I would like to express my cordial thanks to him.

§1. The Chern forms

1.1 The Chern forms. Let £ be a C°°-vector bundle of fibre dimension

n over a C°°-manifold X. We denote by T* = T*{X) the cotangent bundle

of X and by A(X) = ΣίjA*(X) the graded ring of C°°-complex valued differ-

ential forms on X. More generally we write A(X; E) for the differential

forms on X with values in E. Thus if Γ{E) denotes the smooth sections of

E, then it follows that A{X; E) = A{X) (g) Γ{E).
A%X)

DEFINITION 1.1. A connection on E is a differential operator D: Γ(E)—>

Γ{T*®E) satisfying the following rule:

(1.1) D(f-s)=df s + f Ds

for fς=A°(X), s<=Γ(E).

Suppose now that E has a definite connection D. Let s= {Si}!<£<«£» be

a frame of E over V, where V is an open subset of X. Then there exist

1-forms θij on V which satisfy the following relations:

(1.2) Dsi = Σ?-i θijSj , i = 1, , n

These 1-forms θ^ define a matrix of 1-forms on V, denoted by θ{s,D) = ||0#||,

which is called the connection matrix relative to the frame s. From θ{s,D) we

now define a matrix K(s,D) = \\KtJ\\ of 2-forms on V by K^-dβa — ΣAAA Λ ^ .

In matrix notation:

(1.3) K(s,D) = dθ(s,D) - θ(s,D)AΘ(s,D).

K(s,D) is called the curvature matrix of D relative to the frame s,

Let us consider any two frames s and sr of E\V. Then there exist

elements Aij^A\V) such that s£ = JijAijSj and in matrix notation we write

simply s' = As. Then we have the following transformation law

(1.4) AK(s, D) = K{s, D)A s' = As.

From this and the fact that even forms commute with one another, we

have

DEFINITION 1.2. The Chern form of E relative to D9 denoted by C{E,D),

is a global form on X defined as follows: Let us cover X by {Va} which
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admit frames sa over Va: Let det {ln + iK{s,D)/2π} denote determinants of

matrices ln + iK{sa, D)/2π, where / = -J—1 and ln is the unit matrix. Then

we set

(1.5) C(E,D)\Va = det {1Λ + iK(s«,D)/2π}.

Moreover in terms of the transformation law (1.4), the curvature mat-

rices K{sa,D) = \\Kij\\ determine a definite element K[E,D]eίA2{X: Hom(E,E))

as follows: Let t be any elemet of Γ{E). Then for each open set Va there

exists elements /?e.A0(Fα) such that t = Σ?-i/?s<> s<x = {s?}i<^< .̂ Here we

put

(1.6) K[EfD} t = Σrt.jmίf*tK tJ s*j on Fβ.

>] is called the curvature element of E relative to D.

1.2. Reformulation of the Chern forms. We observe that by

using the curvature element K[E,D], we can reformulate the Chern form

C{E,D) in the following manner.

DEFINITION 1.3. Let Mn denote the vector space of nxn matrices over

C. A ^-linear function ψ on Mn is called invariant if for any B^GL(n: C),

(1.7) φ(Al9 ,Λ) = ψ(BA1B-\ ,BAkB-1) for A^Mn.

We denote by Ik(Mn) the vector space of all the fe-linear invariant functioons.

Now given φ^Ik(Mn) and an open set V of X, we ixtend φ to a A -linear

mapping, denoted by p v, from MΛ (x) Λ(F) into Λ(F) by putting

%) = ψ{Al9 ,Λ)<yiΛ Aωk

for ^ ε M w ΰ)iGi(F).

On the other hand if f G^4 (X: ΐίom {E,E)) and if s = {sj is a frame of

then ξ determines a matrix of forms ξ(s) = ||£(s)^|| e Mu(x) A(F) by

and under the substitution s ' = As. these matrices transform

by ξ{s') = Aξ{s)A"K Hence given ^ E i (X: Horn (£, £)) (/ = 1, . ., k) and

φ^Ik{Mn); we can define a form pfo, 9ξk)&A{X) as follows: Let s be a

frame of E\V. Then set

(1.8) φ(ξl9 •••,&)!7=^(^(5), •••,£*(*))

where the ̂ (s) are matrices of £* relative to s.

For simplicity we put φ(ξ, ,ί) =
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Now let D be a connection on E and let C(E,D) and K[E,U] denote

the Chern form and the curvature element of E relative to D respectively.

Then we want to construct ^-linear invariant functions bl^Ik(Mn) (ft=l, ,w)

such that

C(E, D) = l + Σϊ-i hi (κK[E, D])) * = ifa.

For this purpose let L be a ^-tuples (zΊ, ,ffc) of integers from {1, ,n]

such that ii< < ik. Then we define linear mappings LL on Mn(l = 1,

• ,fc) as follows: For any A— Wa^W^M^ we put

/=!,

If i 4 β = ||aJ,||<=Mn, (β = 1, ,fc), then det {^(Λ), , ^ ( Λ ) 1 denotes the

determinant of the matrix ||β? * I I I ^ . K * . With this notation ^-linear functions

bl are defined as follows: For any Aa(=Mn (a = 1, ,fc),

(1.9) ^ ( ^ , , Λ ) = Σ σ , L ^ Γ d e t { L 1 ( Λ ω ) , ,L*(Λ(*))},

where the summation is extended over all permutations σ of {1, ,k] and

all A -tuples L = {iu , ik) of integers from {1, ,n] such that ix< <ik.

It is clear from definition that the bl are symmetric, that is, for any

permutation σ of {1, , k],

bl{Al9 • ,A) = δ*(Λ(D, ,Λ(*))

Therefore in a case of Ax = = Ak = A, it follows that

(1.10) «((i4)) = Σ L det {L!(A), , Lk(A)}

Hence we find that

(1.11) det (ln + A) - 1 + Σ2-i bl((A)) A^Mn9

where l n is the unit matrix of Mn.

LEMMA 1.1. The h-linear function bl is invariant, i.e., bl^Ik(Mn).

Proof. Let λu ,;.Λ be indeterminates and let Al9 ,Ak be any fixed

elements of Mn. Then it follows from (1.10) and (1.11) that
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(1.12) d e t (ln + Σ Ϊ - i λ A . ) = 1 + Σ ? - i C χ = Σ _ , o Σ ? β , ̂ λ h λ J r

d e t t L i ^ ) - Lr(AJτ)U

Since both sides of (1.2) are considered smooth functions of k variables

*i> •••>**> we operate dk/dλi *dλk on each side of (1.12) at the origin

Ui, ,λk) = (0, ,0) = 0. Then from ., d

 a ,

(1.13)

1 if r = fc and {Λ, , i r} = {1, , k]

0 otherwise,

det (1Λ + Σϊ.i^αi4«)= Σ det {L^ΛCD), Lk(Λσ(k)

Thus it follows from (1.9) and (1.13) that

(1.14) bl (Λl9 ...,Ak)=-λ- a 2 ^ ^ det (ln + Σί-ΛΛJ.

It is clear from (1.14) that bl is invariant. Q.E.D.

Now let C{E,D) and K[E,D] be as before. Then in views of Lemma

1.1 and (1.11), we find that the bl are invariant and satisfy the next relation:

(1.15) C(E, Z>) = 1 + Σί-i&ϊ ((*KIE, DJ)).

Notice that bl{(κK[E,D])) becomes a global form of degree 2k on X because

of K[E,D]EΪA2(X: Horn (£,£)). Here we have

DEFINITION 1.4. Let K\E,D] be the curvature element of E relative to

D. Let bl denote the A -linear invariant function defined by (1.9). Then the

2/c-form bl{{κK[E, D])) is called the k th Chern form of E relative to D, denoted

by Ck(E,D).

With this notation the relation (1.15) becomes

(1.15)' C(E, D)=l + ΣUCk(E, D\ Ck(E, D) = bl((κK[E, /)])).

Moreover, applying the next proposition to the invariant functions bl, it

follows that

(1.16) dCk{E,D) = 0 k=l,---,n

so that
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(1.17) dC{E,D)= 0

PROPOSITION 1.2. [1], Let E be a C°°~vector bundle of fibre dimension n over

a C*-manifold X with a connection D. Let K[E,Π\ be the curvature element. Given

any φ&Ik(Mn), then we obtain

(1.18) dφ((KlE,D\)) = 0.

Next we introduce notations used in the later sections, For φ<sIk(Mn)

we abbreviate ΣΪ-i?(A •••,#, , A) to φ'{{A: B)). We put for any

A,B<=Mn

Set ((A)) = 1 + Σϊ-i«((A)) and ίtet'((A: B)) = Σ£-ibnΛ(A: B)).

Then it follows that

(1.19) det' {{A: B)) = - ^ - o det (ln + A + λB),

(1.20) det ({κK[E, D\)) = C(£, Z)).

In order to prove (1.19) it is sufficient to notice that det (ln + A + λB) = 1

(1.20) is trivial.

REMARK. A connection D on E is extended uniquely to an antideri-

vation of the A{X) module A{X: E), so as to satisfy the law:

(1.21) D{θ s)= dθ-s + (-l)pθ Ds θeiAp(X), SZΞΓ(E).

Then from the definition (1.6) of the curvature element K[E,D], we find

that

(1.22) D2s = K[E, D] 5 for any s<=Γ[E).

§2. The duality formula

2.1. The canonical connection of a Hermitian bundle. Let E be a

holomorphic vector bundle over a complex manifold X. Then a norm iV

on E is a real-valued function N: E — > R such that the restriction of iV to

any fibre is a Hermitian norm on that fibre. Thus for each a e l , a posi-

tive definite Hermitian form, denoted by (u,v}N, or simply <,u,υ>, is defined

by putting for any u9v^EX9

<u, v>N = -i- {N{u + v)- N{u) - N{v)} + i ~ {N{u + iv) - N{u) -
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Moreover this Hermitian form < , }N is extended as follows: For any sec-

tions 5 and sr, we define <s, s'> as the function <s, s'> (x) = (s(x), sf(x)} and

we set in general <0 s, dr s'> = Θ!\θf (s, s'> ^,^Gi4(I). A holomorphic vector

bundle with a norm is called a hermitian vector bundle. Let E be a Her-

mitian vector bundle. Then we will find from the following Proposition 2.1

that E has a canonical connection induced by a norm on E. It is our

aim to study the Chern form of E relative to this canonical connection.

Now let X be a complex manifold. The complex valued differ-

ential froms Λ(X) split into a direct sum *ΣίAp'q(X) where Ap*q{X) is generated

over A°{X) by forms of the type dfxl\ AdfpAdfp+1A Adfp+q, the fi

being local holomorphic functions on X. Therefore d spilts into d' + d"

where

d': Ap'q >Ap+1-q a n d d"\ Ap>q >Ap-q+1.

If E is a vector bundle over X, then A(X: E) split into the direct sum

JlAp>q{X; E) = J]Ap>q{X)(g)Γ{E) according to the decomposition of A(X).

Hence any connection D on E is decomposed into Df + Ό":

D'\ Γ{E)—>A1-°(X: E) and D" \ Γ(E)—>A° 1{X: E).

With these preliminaries we obtain

PROPOSITION 2.1. [1]. Let N be a norm on a Hermitian vector bundle

E. Then N induces a canonical connection D = D{N) on E which is

characterized by the two conditions:

(2.1) D preserves the norm N, i.e., for any s,sf^Γ{E)

(2.2) If 5 is a holomorphic section of E\V, then D"s = 0 on V.

This proposition shows that if 5 = {ŝ } is a holomorphic frame of E\V

and if N(s) denotes the matrix of functions N(s) = \\(si9 Sj}\\9 then the con-

nection matrix θ{s, N) of D{N) relative to the frame s is given by

(2.3) θ(s, N) = d'N(s) Nis)-1 on V,

and the curvature matrix K{s,N) is expressed as follows:

(2.4) K{s,N) = d"θ{s,N), whence #(s, JV) is of type (1,1)

and d"K{s,N)= 0.
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It follows from (2.4) and Definition 1.4 that the kth Chern forms Ck

(E,D(N)) are of type (k,k).

Suppose now that E is a line bundle. Then a holomorphic frame is a

nonvanishing holomorphic section s of E\V, so that, relative to s,

θ(s, N) = dr log N(s) and K[E, D(N)] s - d"d' log N(s).

Thus if E admits a global nonvanishing holomorphic sections 5, then

(2.5) CάEiDiN)) = -±Γd"d'logN(s).

(Note that the invariant function b\ defining Cι{E,D{N)) becomes the identity

mapping of Mλ = C.)

2.2. Homotopy lemma. We state the homotopy lemma on which the

duality formula is based.

DEFINITION 2.1. A connection D o n a holomorphic bundle E over X,

is called of type (1,1) if

(i) For any holomorphic section 5 of E\V, D"s= 0

(ii) The curvature matrix K(s,D) relative to a holomorphic frame s

over V, are of type (1,1), i.e., K[E,D\^A^\X: Horn (£,£)).

It is obvious from (2.4) that a cannonical connection D(N) is of type (1.1).

DEFINITION 2.2. A family of connections Dt of type (1,1) will be called

bounded by Lt^A°(X: Horn (E,E)) if for any frame 5,

dDt(s)ldt = d'Lt{s) + {Lt(s)-θ(s,Dt) - θ(s,Dt)Lt(s)}.

Then we obtain the following homotopy lemma.

PROPOSITION 2.2. [1], Let Dt be a smooth family of comnections of type (1,1)

on a holonorphic vector bundle E. Suppose that Dt is bounded by Lt^A (X: Horn

(E,E)). Then for any φ^I\Mn), n=άimE,

(2.6) <P((K[ErDb])) - ψ{(K[E,DJ))

,Dty. Lt))dt

2.3. The duality formula. Now let us consider an exact sequence of

holomorphic vector bundles:
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(2.7)

over a complex manifold X. We twrite ξ for the homomorphism from E

onto ETI defining (2.7). Let iV be a norm on E. Then the norm N on E

iinduces norms iV/ on Ej and NIZ on En as follows: Let Ej- be the ortho-

complement of Ex, i.e., if for each X G I , we put [E\-)x— {a^Ex: (a,b}N=0,

for all b£ΞEx}, then Ej-= U^

Hence Ej- becomes the C°°-vector bundle over X. The restriction of ξ to

Ej- is the C°°-isomorphism of Ej- and Eu. Let | denote the inverse map-

ping of ξ\E±. Then the norm Nu on EΣI is defined by

Nn{a') = N(ξ a') for any a't=EIz.

On the other hand, the norm NΣ on Ei is the restriction of N to £Ί.

To the exact sequence (2.7), there correspond the canonical connec-

tions D(N) = D(on E), D(Ni) (on Et) and the Chern forms C(E) = C(E,D((N)),

Now let Pi(i = I, II) be the orthogonal projections

(2.8) PiiE—>Ei a n d PIZ:E—>E±.

Since P^i — /, //) are elements of Γ(ΐlom(E9E)), these are interpreted as

degree zero operator, that is, Pi(θ's)= θ Pi s, Θ<ΞA{X), S(=Γ(E). Then the

connection D = D(N) is decomposed into four parts

(2.9) D^^

With these preliminaries we obtain

LEMMA 2.3, [1]. In the decomposition

(i) PiDPi{i ψ j) are degree zero operators of type (1.0) and (0,1) respectively:

(2.10) PIID'TX = 0, PjDTu = 0.

(ii) PiDPi induces the connection D{Ni) on Eft = /, //.

Proof. The first statement is already proved in [1], We shall prove

only (ii). Let ζ, ξ be as above. Then ζ and ξ are considered as degree

zero operators. Therefore it is clear that ξDξ defines a connection on En.

We show that ξDξ is the canonical connection D{Nn). In order to prove

this, it is sufficient to check the conditions (2.1) and (2.2) in Proposition
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2.1. At first, (2.1) follows directly from the definition of NΣI and the fact

that D preserves the inner product < , >^:

Let t, V be sections of En. Then it follows that

d<u tf>NlI = dφ, Iry = φξt, ζtfyN + φ, DξtryN

For (2.2), let 5 be a holomorphic section of E\V. Then, D satisfying

the condition (2.2), it follows that D"s = 0 on V. Hence from (2.9) we have

0 = D"s = (PiD'Tn + PiD'Tj) 5 + PIIDTJJS + PnD

Thus we find from (2.10) that if 5 is a holomorphic section of E\V, then

(2.11) PuD"PIlS = 0 on V.

Now let t be a holomorphic section of En\V. Then for each x<=V, there

exist a neighborhood V{x)aV of x and a holomorphic section 5 of E\V(x)

such that ξ s = t on V(x). On the other hand, it is clear that (ξDξ)" =

ξD"ξ, ξ = ξP1Σ and & = PIJm Therefore we have

(ξDξ)" t = ξD"ξ.t = ξD"ξ-ζs = ξPnD'ΎnS.

From (2.11) it follows that (ξDξ)"t = 0 on V(«). Thus we have proved that

{ξDξ)"t = 0 on 7. Therefore ?Df is the canonical connection D(NΣI).

Hence if we identify Ej- and Eiτ under the isomorphism ξ, then we

can zalso identify PIIDPII and ξDξ. Therefore, as we have proved, PUDPJJ

is regarded as the connection D(Nu) on EΣI. Similarly it is proved that

PIDPI induces the connection Z>(ΛΓ7) on Er. Q.E.D.

Now a family Dt which we need for the duality theorem is given by

(2.12) Dt = D + {e* - VPuDPj for all ttΞR.

From (i) in Lemma 2.3 and the fact that D is the connection of type (1.1),

Dt is a connection of type (1,1) for every t^R. We have further

LEMMA 2.4, [1]. The family Dt defined by (2.12) is "bounded" by the element

P£eΓ (Horn {E,E))..

Using the identifications PfiPi = D{Ni) (i = I, II), we obtain the fol-

lowing decompositions of K\E,D^\ according to Pi {i = I, II), [1]: Let

[E,Ds]Pj be denoted by Kj%[E,D& Then we have

(2.13) Kn[E, A] = K[El9D(Nj)l + e'Πi
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(2.14) Ku IΣ[E, A ] = K\EIl9 DiNjr)] + e'Πu

(2.15) K; IX[E9 A] = e'Kr IX[E9 D], KfI f[E, Dc] = K7/ ,[£, D]

where Πi = PIDPIIDPί and Π u = PuDPjDPu.

Notice that £#[£,D]fe;41 1CX'; H o m ^ ^ ^ π ) ) is identified with KIItII[E,D]

under the isomorphism ξ: EΣI >Ej . Under this identification, Π u is also

considered as the element of Λ2(X: Horn (EIl9 EIΣ)), that is, from (2.14),

D/7 - Ku n\E, D] - K[EII9 D(NU)-\<ΞA\X\ Horn (EIl9 Eu)).

We are now in a position to state the duality theorem. Let us suppose

that dimE=n and let bl^Ik(Mn). (fc=l, ,w) and let det be as defined in

§1. Then from Lemma 2.4 we can apply Proposition 2.2 to Dt9Pj and det.

Here it follows that

(2.16) C(E9D) - C(E, Dt) = d"d' Γ d^t' ((κK[E9 A ] ; ^ i ) )
j t

In the case of d im£j = 1, we calculate (2.16). Let us take a frame u =

{Uiii^iKn of E over an open set V of X such that ux and t; = { î}2<^u> res-

pectively, form frames of Ej\V and .S^IF. Then υ = {ui]2<ii<1n is considered

as the frame of EIΣ\V. As, relative to the frame u, Pj{u) = Λ-™-j ~ j we

find from (1.19), (2.13), (2.14) and (2.15) that det ; {{κK[E9 A ] : &Pi)) I v = .

det
ox ^=o ox

β'Kr u{E,D\{u)

= x det

so that, fet' ({κK[E,Dty. κP1)) = κ[l + Έ£zlbΓ1{(eKlEIt,D{NIIy}+ e'lOii)) on X.

For simplicity put δ Γ 1 ^ : (/)^)) = ^" ' (Λ --.A-B, ,B) A,B^Mn.i and

set ^"'((Λ)) = 1, AeMj-i. Then in terms of the symmetry of &2"1 and

KίEjj, D(Njj)l Πii^A^X: Hom[£ 7 7, £„)), it follows that ftrHC^C^J+e'/cDi/))

= Σ?-i(?)e t t«-1((*/f[£/7]:(/)«D77)) where /f[£7 7] = X[£77,Z)(iV77)] and (?) = 1

for / = 0. Therefore it follows that
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((κK[E.Dt]: κPr))

lSZlbr1
 ((KK[EZI-])) + K Σ:rj Σf-iφe' δr 1 ((«#[£/,]: (/)* D»)). Hence as

1)) = d"d'C.(EtI) = 0, we have

lim d"d' \"det'{{κK[E,Dty. icPr)

On the other hand, it is obvious that

lim
t=—oo

Thus we obtain from (2.16) the duality formula for the case of dim EΣ = 1:

(2.17) C(E)-C(EI)-C(EII)

Here we put, in general,

C0{E) = 1 and Ca(E) = 0 if a > dim E.

Then using K'1({κK[EIl9D{NII)']: {l)κΠn))^A2a(X), we obtain from (2.17) the

following

PROPOSITION 2,5. Let 0 — > E Σ — > E — > E I Σ — > 0 be an exact sequence of

holomorphic vector bundles over a complex manifold X, and let C{E), and C{Ei)

i = I, II be the Chem forms induced by a norm N on E. Suppose now dim E=n.

Then if dem Eτ — 1, we obtain

(2.18) Cn.k+1(E) - C^Ej) C n H b (£ 7 I ) - Cn H f c + 1(£ 7 I)

k = 1, , n,

where Πu = PuK[E, D(N)]PfI - K[EIl9 D(NTI)]^A*(X: Horn (EII9 EXI)).

Here we require explicit representations oϊ K[EII,D{NII)'\ and Π π

LEMMA 2.6. Notations being as above, let u = {iti}^^ be a frame of E\V

such that Uί and υ = {ui}2^i<in, respectively, are frames of Er\V and Ej-\V. Then,

relative to the frame v,
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(2.19) K[EII,D{NIIy\ (υ) = \\dθzj - Ί±UθikKθkj\\2<,uj

(2.20) ΠiΛv) = || - ^iΛ^| | 2 ^i.^ Λ

Proof. It is trivial from assumptions that

PJJDPJJ - Ut = Σ?-2^i uj i = 2, , n.

Therefore it follows from (1.22) and PiτDPτl = D(Nn) that

K[EII9 D(NIT)-} u% = (PUDPJJ)* Ui

Thus (2.19) is proved. On the other hand, it follows that; for each integer

ut =

Then, relative to the frame v,

PIIK[E9D\PII{υ) =

Therefore (2.20) follows immediately:

)! (v).

Q.E.D.

Using these relations (2.19) and (2.20), we shall apply Proposition 2.5

to the case when E is the product bundle X x Cn over X. Let ( , ) be

the inner product of Cn defined as follows: Let eu , en be the natural

basis of Cn and let z1, , zn denote the complex coordinates corresponding

to this basis. Then put

(2.21) (u, υ) = J?i=iz\u)z\v) u, v^Cn.

We take a norm iV0 on the product bundle E to be one induced by the

inner product ( , ) of Cn. Then we have

COROLLARY 2.7. Let 0 — > £ 7 — > E — > E I Σ — > 0 be as in Proposition

2.5. Suppose that E is the product bundle X x Cn over X and that dimZsj = 1.

Then it follows that

(2.22) Ck(EII) = (-C1(EI))k
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Proof. Let s = {s*}i^<^ be a global holomorphic frame of E defined

by sί(x) = {x,ei) x<=X, i = 1, •••,»

Further let £ , denote the orthocomplement to £ j and let us take a frame

u = {u^i^i^n of 2?|F as defined in Lemma 2.6. Then there exist elements

aij^ΛiY) such that vt = 2 5 - i ^ # ^ / = 1, ,w. Let 4̂ be the matrix of

functions | |^j ||, and let put A~1 = \\biJ\\. Then from Z^A^-s^O (f = l, ,n)

we have

D(N0) a, = Σ*-i(Σϊ-iA*iA/) uj.

Therefore if we put ωtJ = m=1daikbkj (i,j = 1, ,n), it follows that, relative

to the frame u9

θ(u,D(No)) = I K H i ^ . ; ^ .

Thus if NOII denotes a norm on EIΣ induced by JV0, we find from (2.19)

and (2.20) that, relative to the frame v=

(2.23) K[EII9D[NOII)] (v) =

(2.24) Πi/W = H - ω α Λ ω J .

On the other hand, it is proved that

(2.25) £/<ŷ  - Σί-iωijbΛωjy = °» /, 7 = 1, , w.

We obtain from (2.23), (2.24) and (2.25),

(2.26)

Hence the right hand side of (2.17) equals zero. Indeed it follows that, for

each k,

bn

nll((κK[EIl9D(NOII)y. (l)κΠu)) = {-V)ιbTM

From dCn-k(EIZ) = 0, we find that dffd'bn

nZl{{κKlEII'\: [l)κUu)) = 0 Thus we

have from (2.17)

(2.27) Cn-M+1(E) - CX{EX) Cn-k(EZI) = C ^ + i ( £ / i ) , * = 1, , n.

It is trivial that C(E) = 1, that is, Co(£) = 1 and Ck(E) = 0, if ik^ l . There-

fore from (2.27)

(2.28) C i ^ , ) = - C^Ej) C ^ ^ J J ) / = 1, , n.
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By noting Cn{EIT) = 0 and Co(£7/) = 1, (2.22) follows directly from (2.28).

Q.E.D.

§3. The (Λ, fc)-trivial bundle

3.1. Let E be a Hermitian vector bundle of fibre dimension n over a

complex manifold X, which admits k linearly independent holomorphic

sections, say sl9 , sk9 {l^Lk^n). At first, let us introduce the next no-

tation: Let V be a complex vector space and let vl9 9vk be k vectors

of V. Then we denote by [vl9 , vk] the linear subspace of V spanned by

the vectors vl9 9υk.

Since sl9 , sk are k linearly independent holomorphic sections of E9

we can define, with the notation above, the following holomorphic vector

bundles over X:

Cλ 1 ̂  F1 — I I ΓQ fτY l
x<=X

(3.2) E[ = U ISi+άxyiHsM, , sάx)] i = 1, - , k - 1

For convenience sake put E[τ = E. Then one notes that each E\ is a

subbundle of E\τ of fibre dimension 1, and that E\τ is of fibre dimension

(n - i) for ί = 0, ,fc. Now let &: ^ £ x — > ^ 7 (/ = 1, . ,jfc) be homo-

morphisms defined by setting, for each X G !

£i(e) = β/[5i(α)] and ξMis^x), , s€(a;)]) = e/CSiία;), , s<+1(α)],

z = ^, 9 fc,

for any e^Ex. Then there exists a system of exact sequences:

(3.4) 0 >EU >E{ί1 >EY >0 (f = l, ...,Λ)

over X. Let iV be a norm on E. First of all, in terms of the exact

sequence: 0 >E[—>E[T >E[T >0, the norm Â  on E — E\τ induces

norms N{ on E\ and N[J on E\τ as defined in § 2. Next N{T induces

norms N{T on E[ and iVΓ on E[T from 0 > E[ > E{x -—>EI

2

I >0.

Thus the norm N on E induces norms Nl^ on E1^ and N!1 on ^ 7 in-

ductively. Here we write C(E), C{EU±) and C(ElT) (i = 1, ,fc) for the

Chern forms induced by the norm N. We shall now apply the duality

formula (2.17) to each exact sequence of (3.4). Let 0 > Ei^ > EI

ίί1 >

El1—>0 be as in (3.4). Let (El^)-^ denote the orthocomplement to E\.x
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and let Plίti E1^—>{E\^1)^- be the projection. Then we define an element

Ui^A\X\ηΆom{EI

i

1

9E\1)) by

(3.5) D< = P[

where K{EiI,D{NiI)1 is the curvature element of the cannonical connection

D{NlT) induced by Nί1 (a = i — 1,/). Then noting that dim^ί£ 1 = (w—f+1),

we have from (2.17)

(3.6) C^UEIU) ~ C^EU). Cn.k{EV) - CnHt+1(£Γ)

= κd"d'ΣSz\ (?-*)«:i

Let Si*. X-+£{-! (i = 1, •••,&) be holomorphic sections defined as

follows: For each x<=X,

(3.7) Si(αO = 5i(a5), and ^(a?) = s^xyis^x), - ^ ^ ^ x ) ] for i = 2, - ,fc.

Then these sections become global nonvanishing holomorphic sections, so

that from (2.5)

(3.8) C^EU) = χd"dr log Nl-M i = 1, , k.

As Σί-i{CΛ. J f c + 1(£ί£1)-Cn. i f c + 1(£{7)} = Cn-J t + 1(£) and d / C n . t (£ ί 7 ) = 0 f = 1, ,fc,

it follows from (3.6) and (3.8) that

(3.9) Cn.k+1(E)

Put

(3.10) Vn-t+i{E,N,

fo) C ( £ Γ ) + Σ?:ϊ (?-*)6ϊ:ίi(log

where dc = i{df - d').

Then from ddc = -2id"d'9 Cn-k+1{E) = dηn-k+1{E, N, {s,}^^). One notes

that ηn.k+1{E,N, {Si}^^) is an element of A2^"^+1(^).

DEFINITION 3.1. Let £ be a holomorphic vector bundle of fibre di-

mension n with a norm N, over a complex manifold X. Suppose further
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E admits k linearly independent holomorphic sections sl9 , sk. Then E

is called the {n,k)~trivial bundle with the norm N and the kframes = {Si}i<^fc,

over X9 or simply the (n9 ̂ -trivial bundle with (N9 s) over X. Moreover

the 2(w — k) + 1-form r)n-k+ί{E,N,s) on X defined by (3.10) is called the

boundary form of the (n9 fc)-trivial bundle E.

With this definition, we resume discussions above as

PROPOSITION 3.1. Let E be an {n,k)-trivial bundle with (N,s), over a

complex manifold X, and let ηn-k+ί(E9 N, s) be the boundary form of E. If Cn-k+1(E)

denotes the (n — k + 1) th Chern form induced by the norm N on E, then

(3.11) Cn.k+ί(E) = dyn-k+1 (E, N, s).

3.2. The properties of boundary forms. We shall next study a local

expression of the boundary form ηn-k+1{E,N,s). Let E be an (n9 fc)-trivial

bundle with (N9s = {sj) over X. Then a frame u = [u^i^^n of E over an

open set V of X, is called a compatible frame with the &-frame 5 if:

(i) u is an orthonormal frame of E\V.

(ii) For each x&X, \uι(x)9 •,#*(#)] = [si{x)9 , s^x)] i = 1, , k9

i.e., ul9 --,uk are global orthonormal sections constructed from

the k-frame s, in terms of Schmidt's orthogonalization.

Let 0 -> £{_! -> iSJii -4 £{' -> 0 be as defined in (3.4) and put ξo =

identity mapping of E. Let u = {Wi}i< Λ̂ be a compatible frame of E\V

with the /b-frame 5. Then for each i9 (l^i^k), {?*_!• fo«t}i^ί^» be-

comes an orthonormal frame of £££! such that ^_i ξ0Ui and {̂  •

fi^sh+i^c^n form orthonormal frames of E{^\V and E!T\V respectively.

Moreover if ξt: £{ J ->• (E^J-L denotes the inverse mapping of fίl(-Bί-i)-1-,

f = 1, ,fc, then from (ii) in Lemma 2.3 it follows that D{N\I) — f*

ίiDfi fi, j = 1, ,fc. Combining these facts with Lemma 2.6, we can

prove inductively

LEMMA 3.2. Let u be a compatible frame of E\V with the k-frame θ and let

θ(u,D{N)) = \\θij\\ be the connection matrix of the connection D{N) relative to the

frame u. Let us put, for each i9 {i — 1, ,fc),

(3.12) Θu = \\dθst - Σ ? - i + i ^ Λ ^ e | l i + i ^ , ^ n

(3.13) θ<= l l - ^ i Λ
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(3.14) Si = ΣJ

Then relative to the frame {ίί_

(3.15) KlE{',D(NlI)l=θti

(3.16) Di = ©<

(3.17) Aί-,(*i) = lff«l!. /<"

Therefore we obtain from (3.10)

(3.18; ηΛ.k+1(E,N,s)\V

lzl((«©„)) + Σ?:ϊ4-("τ*)«:ί((«β«: (/)*θo))[.

From this lemma we have

COROLLARY 3.3. The boundary form τ]n_k+ί(E, N, s) is a real form on X.

Proof At first, let u = {^i}i<^w be a compatible frame of E\V with 5

and put θ{u,D{N)) = | |%| | . Then since D{N) preserves the inner product

< , ># and (ui9UjyN = δϊj9 i,j = 1, , n, we observe that 0 ίy = — ΘH i,j=l,

• ,w. Therefore if β^ and θt are as defined by (3.12) and (3.13) res-

pectively, then ~θu = — tΘii and ^ = — fβί for each f. On the other hand,

from the definition (1.9) of δj,

«(i4!, , Ak) = blCAl9 , <Ak)

Hence, bΐl{ {(ΊΓΘU)) = bn

nz{ ((«'©„)) = « : | ((«©„)), and

« : (/)ΛΘ4)). Further, as dc = dc this corollary is proved. Q.E.D.

3.3 Naturality of boundary forms. We shall next state the naturality

of the boundary form. For this purpose, in general, let E be a Hermitian

vector bundle over a complex manifold X, and let Y be a complex mani-

fold. Now given a holomorphic mapping / : Y — > X, we have the induced

bundle, denoted by βE, of E under / defined as follows: Let Π: E—>X

be the projection. Then

f*E = {(:

If t<^Γ(E), then t.f is considered as an element of Γ(f*E). Let N be

a norm on E. Then a norm / W on pE is denfined by, βN(y, e) = N{e)9

This norm flN is called the induced norm of iV under / . It is
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trivial from definition that

(3.20) /*<*, nN = (t.f, t'.fyμN, t, f'e=Γ(£).

Moreover we can define a connection βD on βE as follows: Let t^Γ(βE).

For each x^X, we take a neighborhood V of x such that there exists a

frame s = {sj of E\V. Then there exist elements such fi^A°{f~1(V)) that

t = Hifi-(s-f) on fι{Y). If θ(s,D(N)) = ||04i|| the connection matrix relative

to the frame 5, then put

(3.21) f*D t = ΣirfΛ (5*/) + Σi. Λ /*<M*i/) on V.

That this definition is well-defined need not the assumption that /

is holomorphic. However the next Lemma 3.4 follows from the facts that /

is holomorphic and that D(N) = D is the cannonical connection induced

by the norm iV on E.

LEMMA 3.4. The connection βD is equal to the canonical connection D{βN),

i.e., f*D{N) = D(βN).

This is proved as (ii) in Lemma 2.3. Let u = {uι\ be a frame of E\V.

Then we denote by βu = {Ui f} the induced frame of βE\f~ι(V). Then

we observe from Lemma 3.4 that

(3.22) f*θ(u,D(N)) = θ (f*u,D(f*N)).

If C(E) and C(βE) denote the Chern form induced by norms iV and f*N,

respectively, then

(3.23) f*C(E) = C(βE).

Now let E be an (n, ̂ -trivial bundle with {N,s) over a complex mani-

fold X. Let Y be a complex manifold and let / : Y — > X be a holomorphic

mapping. Then the induced bundle βE becomes the (n, &)-trivial bundle

with (βN,βs) over Y. Hence if ηn.k+1(E,N,s) and ηn-k+ί(f*E, f*N, f*s) denote

the boundary forms of E and βE respectively, then we obtain

PROPOSITION 3.5. {Naturality of boundary form)

(3.24) f*η»-*+i(E, N, s) = r]n-k+ί(βE9 f*N, βs)

Proof As dcf* = f*dc, this proposition follows directly from (3.18), (3.20)

and (3.22). Q.E.D.
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3.4. The β-general Stiefel bundle. We shall study properties of the

boundary form of an (w, /b)-trivial bundle constructed from a Hermitian

vector bundle. At first let V be a complex vector space of dimension n.

Then we denote by Fk{V) the /b-general Stiefel manifold consisting of all the

A -frames {vl9 9υk) of V. Now let E be a Hermitian vector bundle of

fibre dimension n over a complex manifold X Then let Ek be a holo-

morphic bundle defined by

(3.25) Ek= U F,(£J.

This bundle Ek is called the k-general Stiefel bundle of E. Clearly Ek has the

fc-general Stiefel manifold FΛ(Cn) as fibre. Let πk: Ek >X be the projec-

tion. Then we obtain the induced bundle π\E of E under πk. This

induced bundle π\E is a holomorphic vector bundle of fibre dinension n

over Ek9 which admits k linearly independent holomorphic sections of πlE,

say sl9 , sk9 defined by setting

(3.26) Si(vl9 - ,υk) = {(vi, ,v*) , ι><}, {vί9 - , v k ) < ^ E k i = 1, ,/b.

Moreover let iV be a norm on E. Then iz\E becomes the (n9 fe)-trivial

bundle with the induced norm π\N and the &-frame 5 = {Si}^^ over Ek.

Therefore if ηn.k+ι{π\E π\N9 s) denotes the boundary form of π\E, and if

Cn-k+ΛπkE) is the (n — k + 1) th Chern form induced by the norm π\N on

ic\E, then from Proposition 3.1, Cn.k+ι{^\E) = dηn-k+ι{π\E9 π\N9s). Further

let Cn-k+ί(E) be the (n — k + 1) the Chern form induced by the norm N on

E. Then it follows from (3.23) that πfCn-k+1{E) = Cn-t+1(w*£). We have

(3.27) ίrίCn.4+1(£) = ^ . f c + 1 ( 4 ^ , 47V, 5) on £A.

Let x be any fixed point of X, and let us take a neighborhood V of sc

such that f ) : F x ^ ( O — > ί τ ϊ 1 ( F ) is a trivialization of £Λ |V. Then we

define a holomorphic mapping <px: Fk(Cn). >Ek by

(3.28) φx(vl9 ,^) = p{&,(*>!, ' ,w*)} (̂ i, -,vk)&Fk(Cn).

This mapping φx is called the inclusion map at x. Then it is obvious

from (3.27) that a 2(w — k) + 1-form
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> πlN,s) on Fk{Cn) is a closed form, i.e.,

dφiηn-t+i&iE, **N,s), = 0,

and that φ% π\E = (πk φx)*E is the product bundle Fk{Cn)xEx over Fk{Cn).

Let us consider the product bundle Fk(Cn)xCn over Fk{Cn). We consider

Fk(Cn)xCn as the {n,k)-trivial bundle with (No. 5°) defined as follows: We

take a norm No to be one induced by the inner product ( , ) of Cn as

defined in §2, and we define a &-frame s°= {s?h<̂ :<fc by sϊ(vl9 9υk) =

{(vu ',vk),Vi\ for {vl9 ,vk)*ΞFk(Cn)9 i = 1, ,fc.

Then the boundary form of Fk{Cn)xCn is also a cocycle form.

DEFINITION 3.2. Let — Φfc be the boundary form of the (n,&)-trivial

bundle Fk{Cn)xCn with (No, 5°). Then Φk is called the obstruction form of

Fk(cη.

PROPOSITION 3.6. Notations being as above, let {φii)n-k+i(it*kE, jrfiV,s)} and

{Φ}k, respectively, denote the cohomology class of <p1fln-k+\{n\E, π{N, s) and Φk.

Then

(3.29) - {Φk} = {φtvn-k+ί(πlE9 a*N,s)}

(3.30) {Φk} is a generator of 2(w — k) + 1-dimensional cohomology

group of Fk{Cn), H2^-^+1(Fk{Cn);Z) = Z.

Proof At first we shall prove (3.29). Since ψx is a holomorphic map,

it follows from (3.24) that

<PtVn-*+i(n*kE, **N,S) = ηn-.*+i{(π*<Px)*E, (πkφx)*N, φ*s).

There exists an element g G GL{n: C) such that the {n, fc)-trivial bundle

{πkφx)*E with {{πkψχ)*N9 <pls] is identified with the (n9 Z;)-trivial bundle

Fk{Cn)xCn with (No, 5°) under the transformation Tg of Fk{Cn) defined by,

Tg{vl9 ,vk) = (flf vi, ,flf v*) for any (vl9 -9vk)<=Fk{Cn), that is,

T*φ%s)

n, No, 5°) = - Φ*.

However Tg is homotopic to the identity mapping of Fk(Cn). Thus, (3.29)

is proved. On the other hand, (3.30) follows from the next lemma.
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LEMMA 3.7. Let F: Cn~k+1 — {0} Fk{Cn) be a mapping defined by

F(v) = (el9 ,ek-uυ) for any v^Cn~k+ι — {0}

k-l

where O~*+1 is regarded as the subspace Ox xΰxCn~k+ί of Cn, and eί9 - ,en.

is the natural basis of Cn.

Then if Sn-k+ί{C) is the unit sphare about the origin in Cn~k+1, it follows that the

restriction of F*Φk to Sn-k+ί{C) becomes the normalized volume element of Sn-k+i{C),,

i.e.,

(3.31) \ F*Φk=V

Proof For simplicity put E = Fk(Cn) x Cn. Since — Φk is the boundary

form of E with (No, 5°) and F: Cn'k+1 - {0}—>Fk(Cn) is holomorphic,

F*( — Φk) is the bounadry form of the (n, fc)-trivial bundle F*E with (F# No,,

F*s°), over Cn~k+1 — {0}. In terms of the definitions of F and the ά-frame

s°, we have

s?F(v) = βi i = 1, ,fc — 1, and s£,F» = i; for i;eCn" ι + 1 — {0}.

Hence F*{ — Φk) is equal to the boundary form of the {n — k + 1,1)-trivial

bundle £(C) = (Cn"*+1 - {0))xC r t + 1 with the norm No and the 1-frame st

defined by s^υ) — υxv9 v^Cn"k+1 — {0}. Here let us consider the following

exact sequence:

0 > E(C)ί — > E(C) > E(C)V > 0

where E(C)i = U [5^)] and E(C)[Ί = U C»"*+1/[5i(t;)]. Then
yeC«-i+i-{o} yeC«-*+i-{0}

4 r/d' log No(5j), so that, from Corollary 2.7, CΛ.t(£:(C)ί7) == -4-
( — -1— d"d! log No {sS) . Let zι

9 , 2Λ"Jfc+1 be complex coordinates of

C » " w . Then as No(s,(»)) = («,») = Σ ° : ' + 1 z W W , we obtain

F*{ -Φk) = - ^ - d c log No (Sl) Cn.k{E{C)Y)

= - ^ - ^ c log Σ 5 - ϊ + 1 U y l 2 . ( - -^-rf"^ log Σ5:5+

Therefore F*Φk is the normalized volume element of Sn-k+i{C), [2], Q.E.D.

One notes that in the case of k = 1, the mapping F defined in Lemma

3.7 becomes the identity mapping of Cn — {0}, so that, the restriction of the
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obstruction from Φ^ of F2{Cn) = Cn~ {0} to the unit sphere Sn-i(Cn),ΦiIS»-i«7),

is the normalized volume element of Sn-i(C).

§4. The generalized relative Gauss-Bonnet formula.

4.1. In this section we shall establish an integral formula for the / th

Chern form C^E). In the case of i = dim E = dim X, Bott and Chern

established the integral formula of Cn{E) as the relative Gauss-Bonnet theo-

rem. Here we want to extend this theorem.

Let E be a holomorphic vector bundle of fibre dimension n with a

norm N, over an m-dimensional complex manifold X9 and let Ek be the k-

general Stiefel bundle of E with the projection JΓΛ: Ek—> X. Let π\E be

the (n, fc)-trivial bundle with the induced norm π\N and the A -frame defined

by (3.26). We denote by ηn-k+x{π\E) the boundary form of J\.\E and by

CΛHb+i(2?) the (n — k + 1) th Chern form induced by the norm N on E. Now

let A be a real 2(m — n + fc — l)-dimensional oriented submanifold of X with

boundary 3A, and let 5: (X — A) — > Ek be a smooth section. Moreover let

V be a real 2(w — fc + l)-dimensional (non-compact) oriented manifold and

let DdV be a compact domain with the smooth boundary dZλ Then we

obtain

THEOREM 4.1. Let us suppose that there exists a smooth mapping f: V—>X

such that f~1(A)ΓϊD = {pl9 ,Pι} is a set of isolated points, f~1(A)Π3D = φ,

and f(D)ΠdA = φ. If n(pj9f9A) denotes the intersection number at (pj'9 f(pj)) of

the singular chains f: D—>X and tA\ A—>X {cΛ = the inclusion map), for each

j , then

(4.1) ( f*Cn-k+1(E) = . ( / * s*ηn.k+1(4E) + Σί-i0δs*(l>* sf,

(4.2) obsk(pj, sf, D) = obs±(f(pj), s, A)n(p}, f, A), j = 1, ,

(4.3) ( f*Cn.k+1(E)=\ f* s*rln_i+

where obs^Pj, sf, D) and obs^ifipj), s. A) are integers defined in Definition 4.1 and

4.2, respectively.

4.2. Definition of obstruction numbers. Before the proof of this theo-

rem we define obsk{pj9sf9D) and obs±(f{pj)9s9A). Let Φk be the obstruction

form of the fc-general Stiefel manifold Fk(Cn). Let Y be a real 2(n—fc+l)-
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demensional oriented manifold Y with boundary dY. Let p be any point

in (Y~dY). Now, given a smooth mapping t:Y—{p} >Ek such that

πkt can be regarded as the smooth mapping from Y into X, we define an

integer, denoted by obsk(p,t,Y) as follows: Let πkt(p) = q<=X and choose

a neighborhood V{q) of q which admits a trivialization φ:V(q)xFk(Cn)—>

π~ΛV{q)) of Ek\V{q). Then let ψiπ^Viq)) >Fk{Cn) be a holomorphic

mapping defined by

(4.4) Φ ΨWΛVU -,**)} = (*i, -,**), ί 'e7(ϊ), {v\ . . . , / ) e W ) .

Next take a chart (i/«(p), A = (y1, ., y2<»-*+1>)) of F at p such that h{p) = 0,

h(Uδ{p)) is the ball of raduis Uδ, {δ>0) and πΛί (£Λ(p))c7(fl). For an ε-ball

Ue(p), 0<ε<δ, let us take the normalized volume element ωk of dUε{p).

Further let T: Uδ(p) — {p} >3Ue{p) be a smooth mapping defined by

(4 5) r(v')-k-*(e yl{Ί>t) -" ε

where ||/&(p')ll = (Σ2/-Γk+1*(yJ(Ί>Ύ)

Then Ttωk becomes a cocycle form on (Uδ(p) — {p}) whose cohomology class

{T*ωk} is a generator of H2<in~k)+1(Uδ{p) — {p}: Z) = Z. On the other hand as

{Φk} is also a generator of H2(n~k)+1(Fk{Cn): Z) = Z, it follows from the fact

that <β t is a smooth mapping of (Uδ(p) — {p}) into Fk(Cn) that there exists

an integer ^ such that

(4.6) { ( ^ m i = n{rΐωk], i.e.,

(4.6)' » =

Here put, oft5Λ(p, ί,F) = w = ( (^ tfΦ
JdUε(p)

DEFINITION 4.1. The integer obsk(p,t,Y) defined by (4.6) or (4.6)' is

called the k th obstruction number of t at p relative to Y. We show that (4.6/

is independent of Uε(p) and ψ. It is clear from dΦk = 0 and Stockes formula

that

(4.7) [ (ψt)*Φk = \im\ {ψt)*Φk

We have
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LEMMA 4.2. Let notations be as above. Then

(4.8) \ (φ-t)*Φk = lim\ f t*rJn_k+ί(πkE), 0<ε<δ.

Proof. Let <pq: Fk(Cn) >Ek be the inclusion map at q = πkt{p) defined

from the trivialization ψ: V{q)xFk{Cn)-—>πk

1(V(q)). From dηn-k+1(π*kE) =

jr*CnHfc+1(is), we have

dφ*ηn-k+1(κ*E) = Cn-k+1(E) on V(q)xFk(Cn).

Moreover, as dCn-k+ί{E) ~ 0, we obtain a 2(n — fc) + 1-form ω on t/(#) such

that Cn~k+1{E)\V(q) = dω. Then φ*yn-k+i(πkE) — ω is a cocycle form on

V(q)xFk(Cn). However Hz^"^+1(V(q)xFk{Cn)) = H2^'^+1{Fk{Cn)) = i2. Therefore

there exists a real number a such that

- ω] = a{Φk] on

Let jq:Fk(Cn) —>V(q)xFk(Cn) be a mapping defined by

Then from (3.29), a{Φk} = a{j*Φk} = {(^Λf^-,+1(4^) ~ ; > } =

= -" {̂ } Hence α = — 1. Therefore we have

(4.9) {φ*Vn-t+i(*tE) -ω} = ~{Φk} on V(q)xFk(Cn).

Since πkt is a smooth mapping of t/^p) into V{q), Lemma 4.2 follows

directly from (4.7) and (4.9) as follows:

(ψt)*Φk = limί (ψt)*Φk = ίi

= limί («*ί)*ω - Urn ( **>?.-*+» (π*£)

= - lim ( f , ί*9»-Wi («|^) Q.E.D.
e 0 J3ί/ (p)

Thus Definition 4.1. is well-defined. This definition is extended as follows:

Let p e F — BY. If p is an isolated singular point of a smooth mapping t,

that is, there exists a neighborhood J7(p) of p such that ί is a smooth map-

ping of (U(p) — {p}) into 2sΛ, and ^ ί is differentiate on ?7(p), then we can
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define obsk(p91, U(p)). Then put

obsk{p9 t,Y) = obsk{p91,

In particular, the 1 th obstruction, obsλ{p9 t, Y), becomes the degree of

t at p because Φx is regarded as the normalized volume element of the unit

sphere in Cn. If t is a smooth mapping of Y into E such that

a) ί f = 0 o n 3 F

β) t has isolated zeroes only, say pl9 ,p t ,

then for each point pj9 obsλ{pj9t9Y) is the order of vanishing of t, so that

we write by zero {pj9t,Y) the l t h obstruction of t at pό relative to Y.

4.3. Let A be the submanifold of X as defined in Theorem 5.1. Let q

be a point in {A — 3A). Then a complemental submanifold to A at q9 denoted

by A\9 is a real 2(w — k + l)-dimensional oriented submanifold of X (with

boundary A^-) satisfying the following conditions:

(4.10) ± ±

(4.11) T h e r e exists a c h a r t {U,h = (z\ -, ^(^-w+ft-D

2/1, , 2/2^-*+1>)) a t ^ in X such t h a t , % ) = (0, - -,0)

: z\qr) = . = z*in-n+*-i\q>) = 0}

: yHqf) = . . . = t/ 2(^+ 1V) = 0}

(4.12) >1J- is compact.

Then we choose the orientation of Aj- as follows: Put u = {zι

9 , z2(<m~n+k~1))

and u = (2/1, , y^-^v). If /? and M are positive coordinates systems on

U and AΠU respectively, then υ is also the positive coordinates system on

Since A is the submanifold of X, there exists, of course, such a sub-

manifold of X. Now let s: {X — A) > Ek be the smooth cross section and

let q<={A — dA). Then taking a complemental submanifold Aj- to A at q,

we can define the A th obstruction number obsk{q,s,A±). It will be shown

in the proof of Theorem 4.1 that obsk {q9 s, A±) is independent of A±.

DEFINITION 4.2. For any point q^{A — 3A), obs^(q,s,A) which is called

the k th obstruction number of s at q corresponding to A, is defined as follows:
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Let A-L be a complemental sybmanifold to A at q. Then put

(4.13) obs±(q9 s, A) = obsk(q, s, A±).

4.4. Proof of Theorem 4.1. Withoutloss of generality we can assume

that f~1(A)Γ\D= {p}, pξdD and f(p)$3A. and that f(d) is contained in a

coordinate drball Uh of f{p) which admits a trivialization φ: UδlxFk{Cn) >

π^iUδj) of Ek\Uδr Let Vεi(p) be an ε rball of p contained completely in D

and let put Dn = D — VH{p). Since s.f:D&1—>Ek is the smooth mapping

and jr*Cn_Λ+1 (E) = dηn-k+ί [π\E) on Ek, we obtain from Stokes formula

( f*Cn-»ι(E)=\ f* {s*7]n.k+1(4E)}-\ (s ./)*^_ f c + 1 (4£).

Here let φ:πl\Uh) >Fk(Cn) be as defined by (4.4). Then from (4.7),

- lim( ^ (s f)*yn-k+1(*kE) = ( (Ψ(sf))*Φk 0 < ε < ε lβ

Therefore

( *Cn. t+1(£) = ( /* {5*^.fc+1(^)} + ( (Φ(sf))*Φk.

This relation implies (4.1) because of \ {ψ{s' f)*Φk = obsk{p,s.f, D). In
JSF£(p)

order to prove (4.2) and (4.3), we calculate the integration \ {ψ{sf))*Φk9
J dVe(ί>)

Let ε be fixed (0< ε < ε^. Let us put q = f{p)(=X and take a complemental

submanifold Af to A at #. Then from the conditions (4.10) and (4.11) it

follows that A±nA={q] and that there exists a chart {U,h = (zί, , z

2^~n+k'λ\

y\ , y2^~k+ίη} in X at q such that ft(g) = 0

AΓίU= {qf(ΞU: y\qr) = . •- = y^-^\qf) = 0}

+k-»{q') = 0}

Assume U = Z7δl and put Uh(q) = ί/5l. Further we assume that f(Vε{p))dUδ(q)

ξUδl{q), 0<δ<d1. Let put M = (z1, , 22(»-»+*-i)) and t; = {y\ ,y2(»-*+υ).

Then let us consider a homotopy mapping Ht given by

^ ^ ) — > U h ( q ) , for all

For t = 1, //i is the smooth mapping of Vn(p) into ^Πί/ δ l (g), and for each

*€=[0,l], V(p)Γ\H71(A) = φ and F,(Fε(p))ΠΛ = {q}. Hence, as / = Ho is ho-
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motopic to Hu we obtain

(4 14)

If ^ j _ : A± — > X denotes the inclusion mapping, then from Hx (Vε(φ))czA^Π Uδ(q)τ

(note f(VΛ(p))cU8(q))9

(4.15)

Here if ωk denotes the normalized volume element of 3(A^-ΠUδ(q))9 and if

ϊδ: (A±f]Uδί(q) — {q}) >d(A±nUδ{q)) denotes a smooth mapping as defined

by (4.5), then from {{φseΛ±)*Φk} = obsk(q,s,A±)[rtωk},

(4.16) J ( H*(ψ. s. A-L)*Φk = obsk{q, s, A±) | (r,fli)*fi)fc

I t follows from (4.14), (4.16) and (4.16) that

(4.17) I t lφ. sf)*Φk = obsk(q, s,

where Hi is homotopic to / .

To prove that \ {TδH^*ωk is equal to the intersection number at (p,Hi{p}

= q) o f t h e s i n g u l a r c h a i n s Hx = h~l(0xvf): Vt(p)—*X a n d cA:A—>X, w e

change the mapping v.f for a mapping gu Vεi(p)—^f(^7δl(gf))c/22(7fr~A:+1)

which agrees with v.f on a neighborhood of the boundary dFβ(p), which is

homotopic to v.f, and which has a maximal rank at each p 'e^^O). In

terms of Thom's Transversality Lemma [6], there exists such a mapping gγ.

Hence put d =/rHOxft). Then Gx is, of course, homotopic to Hλ. Thus,

from (4.17),

(4.18) J 3 F Jψsf)*Φk = ^5,(^, 5, 5,

(4.19) Gj = /ΓHOXSΊ): FSl(p)—>Uδ][q), has a maximal rank at each

(4.20) Gi is homotopic to / , and each φ'^G^iq) belongs to VΛ(p) —

Then we have
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LEMMA 4.3.

(4.21) ί lTiGί)*ωk^n{q9f9A).

Proof. From definition of Gt it is clear that Gi(Fe(p)) Π A = {#},

<3i(dFe(p))nA = 0 and G^VXp^ΠdA = φ. Therefore from (4.20), n{p,f,A) =

n(Vt(p), Gi,A). Hence, at first, we compute n{Vε{p), GlfA). Let put

a = 2{m — n + k — 1) and /3 = 2(w — 4 + 1). Let /* = (z1, , za

9 y\ , yβ),

u — (z1, ,zα) and t; = (3/1, , ^ ) , respectively, be coordinate systems on

Uδl(q), Af)Uδί{q) and A^-ΠUδl(q)9 as before. Assume now that h and u are

positive coordinate systems. Then, from the choice of the orientation of

A±, v is also the positive coordinate system. Let {x1, , x?) be a coordi-

nate system of Vn{p) which is positive. Let us put G^iq) = {pi, ,p«}>

that is, ̂ r-1(0)= {pi, ,p£}. Then we define a mapping cAxGx\ {AnUh{q))x

Vei(p)—+Xbγ

AcAxG1) (q\ pf) = z'cAqΊ i = 1, , a

iq'.p') = y'GW) i = 1, ,j3

Here for each p^Gix{q)9 let /(^ ιq)(ίiXGi) be the Jacobian of the mapping

at (pj,g), that is,

d(z\

Then it follows from z\ιAxGi) = zi that

(p/.β)

d(χ\
for each

so that, from (4.19), /(P ' J ι g)(ίiXGi)^0 for each p<. Since the right hand

side of (4.22) is the Jacobian /^(ft) of the mapping 0i:F£(p)—>222<»-*+1>.

at p<, it follows from definition of the intersection number ([5]) that

(4.23) n(Vε(p), Gl9 A) = Σ5=i sign Jφx)

Thus we have: n(p,f,A) = Σ}-i sign/^(flrO where the p< are points of flr71(0)

Next we shall calculate ί (ΓβGi)*©*. Since CDA is the normalized volume
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element of d{A±Γ\Uδ{q))9 and for each p'e(V ε i(p) — ^(O))

\\gί{p>)\\

where 11^(^01 =v/Σ?=i(2/j(p/))2 ,

We can reformulate I {TtGι)*ωk as follows: Let y1, ,yn be coordina
J 3Fβ(j?)

es of Rn and let SΛ-i be the unit sphere about the origin in Rn. We

denote by ω the normalized volume element of Sn-i Let r: Rn— {0}—>Sw_i

be the boundary mapping defined by

r(y\ ...,2/*) = (

Further let A be a compact domain of Rn. Now, given a smooth mapping

g: Rn >Rn such that ^ ( O j Π A = {pi, ,p s '}, 5fT1(0)naZ)1 = ψ and for each

Under this situation, we show that

(4.24) \ (Tg^ω = Σ}-i sign /y.(^).

Indeed, let Fε (pj) be ε-balls about p^ in D1 which are pairwise disjoint.

Put A . = D- UVΛp'j). Then, as r gx = flf/||flTi|| is differentiable on A,ε,

we have from Stokes formula, \ {Tgi)*ω = Σ3J-i\ (jQifω. In terms of

Jp'j(gi) = 0> (λ 9 s)> we can assume that for each j , \\gx\\ = ε on 97,(^ί),

and J(gx) f = 0 o n K (pj). Now let vol(Sn-i) denote the volume of Sn-i and

let put τ = Σ W - l Γ 1 2 / W Λ Adyt-iAdyM- Λ^2/H. Then ω = ^

each j ,

By noting that W-LflΛ =-1_ y*^), (i = l, . . .,w), we have: for

^ vol (S»_,)

•= l f „•_
e»vol(S»-i) hv.^f1
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Tnus (4.24) is proved, so that, we have proved Lemma 4.3. Q.E.D.

Now we return to the proof of Theorem 4.1. At first it follows from

(4.18), (4.21) and q = f{p) that

( v , (ψsf)*Φk = obsk(f(p), s, Ah,) n(p, /, A),

that is,

(4.25) obsk(p, sf, D) = obsk(f(p), s, Aj^) n(p, f, A).

In particular, let us take any complemental submanifold A'^ to A at

qe(A-dA) as a compact domain D and the inclusion mapping ^/JL—>X.

Then clearly n(q, cA'q±, A) = 1, so that, from (4.25) we have

0fofc(#, s, i4ί-L) = obsk(q, s,

Thus o£ŝ - (#, 5, A) is independent of Aj . Therefore

obsk{p, sf, D) = obs± (f(p), s, A) n(p, f, A).

Hence (4.2) is proved. On the other hand, (4.3) follows immediately from

(4.1) and (4.2). Q.E.D.

4.5. COROLLARY 4.4, (c.f. [1]). Let E be a Hermitian vector bundle of fibre

dimension n over an m-dimensional complex manifold X, (n ^rri) and let s: X—>E

be a smooth section of E which is ψ 0 on dX, and which is transversal to the zero

of s. Let zero (s) be the set of zeroes of s. Then zero (s) becomes a real

2{m — n)~dimensional oriented closed submanifold of X and the proper homology class

of zero (s) is the Poincare dual of Cn{E).

Proof Notice that the 1-general Stiefel bundle Eλ of E is the subbundle

of E, i.e., Eλ = {e^E: e ψ 0}. Let q be any point of zero(s). From q^X

dX9 we can take a neighborhood V in X about q, which admits a

trivialization <p:VxCn—>E\V. Here let ψ: E\V—>Cn be a holomorphic

mapipng defined by,

(4.26) Ψ ψ(qf,v) = v, qΈiV, v<EiCn.

Then put ^s = (sl9 , sn) and s4 = s* + /—I sn"i

9 i = 1, , n. That 5 is

transversal to the zero section of X in E, implies that ds\, Λ t\ds\? = 0
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for each #'e FίΊ zero (s). We obtain a family of charts {Fα, ha = {si, .

sln,tl, ,^ C M ) )} of X such that {Va} cover zero(s), and for each a,

(i) Fα admits a trivialization ^>α: VxCn >E\Va, and so,

^ ' α : £ | F α — > C n defined by (4.26).

(ii) si, , s£n are real-valued functions defined by ψa and 5,

i.e., φas = {si + -J-l sϊ, , sj + - l s Γ ) .

(iii) FαΠzero(s) = {geFα: sί(tf) = . . . = s^tf) = 0}

(iv) ha is the positive coordinate system on Fα.

Therefore zero(s) is a real 2(m — n)-dimensional closed submanifold of X,

which admits charts {FΩΠzero(s), (tl, , ίj(rn"n))}. We want to prove that

zero(s) is orientable. Let us suppose VaΠVβΠzero(s) ψφ. Then there exists

a translation function gaβ = ||(<7α/3)j|| on FαΠF^ such that

si = Σj-i(9aβYjsί i = 1, , 27̂ , and det (^) > 0.

dtl dtl dtl dti
Let us put a(q) = det / d^1 ' ' a^(7n"n) dsj ' ' dsjn

dtj ' ' dtlim~

sl dsl
dtl ' ' dt2

β

Cm-n) dsj ' ' ds2

β

n

dsln dsln dsln dsl71

oti ' dtr ds$ ' ' dsl" / q

for each ^ e F α Π F ^ . Hence, as dsildtj(q) = 0 for any q(EVaΓ\VβΓ) zero(s),

i = 1, , 2n, ; = ! , . - • , 2{m — n), it follows from (iv) that a(q) = det

d e t ( ^ ) > 0 ^GFα(ΊF^Πzero(s), so that, from det (β^) > 0, we find that

det ( - ^ - ) > 0 on Fα Π F^ Π zero (s).
\ dtβ '

Therefore zero(s) is orientable. As 5 ^ 0 on dX, zero(s) has not the

boundary. We shall next prove the second statement. For simplicity

put A = zero(s). Since 5 is the smooth cross-section of E\[X — A), and

dA = φ, we can define obs^iq, s,A) for any q^A. Let q^VaΠA. Then we
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calculate obs±{q,s,A). From the condition (iii) the set A± = [q'<=Va: tl(q') =

. . . = tlim~n\qf) = 0} becomes a complemental submanifold to A at q. Then,

of course, {si, ,s£n) is the coordinate system of A^-ΓiVa. Hence the rest-

riction of φa s to A-L is consider as the inclusion mapping as follows: Let

us put va{sl, -,sln) and let z1, -,zn be complex coordinates of Cn. If

x1, ,x2n are coordinates of R2n with x1 +-J—-1 xn+1 = zi9 then from defi-

nition of sj, (i = 1, ,2w),

a V ^ ί ^ ί , , sΓ) = s« i = 1, , 2n.

Therefore we have from obs^q, s, Aj ) — zero {q, s, Aj-), obsί{q,,s,A-±-) = l. Thus

for any q&A, we obtain

(4.27) obs±{q, s,A) = l A = zero (s).

Now let Γ be a smooth singular 2^-cycle in the interior of X such that

every singular chain σ in ϊ which intersects zero(s), meets σ in an isolated

intersior point. Hence we can apply Theorem 4.1 to each singular chain

σ in r. Then from (4.3) and (4.27),

Cn(E) = ( s*ηn{**E) + n(σ, zero(s))

where n{σ, zero(s) is the intersection number of a and zero(s). Hence

summing over σ in Y, we find

n(E) = n{r, zero(s)). Q.E.D.

COROLLARY 4.5. [1], [The relative Causs-Bonnet theorem). Let E be a

Hermitian n-bundle over an n-complex manifold X with the boundary dX. Now,

given a smooth section s of E such that

i) $ ψ=0 on dX, ii) s has isolated zeroes only, then we have

Σ35-i zero (Pj; s) = \ Cn(E) - [ s*Vn(π\E)

where the pj are zeroes of s.

Indeed, if we apply (4.1) to the case when k = 1, dim X = dim E = n,

D — X, and / = the identity mapping of X, then this corollary follows from

the fact that obsι(pj9s,X) = zero (pji s) j — 1, * , I Q.E.D.
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§5. An application to complex projective space

In this section we will inverstigate Levine's "The First Main Theorem"

for holomorphic mappings of non-compact, complex manifolds into complex

projective space [2],

Let pn(C) be n-dimensional complex projective space of all the 1-

dimensional subspaces of Cn+1, and let V be a non-compact real 2(n—k + 1)-

dimensional oriented manifold. Let DaV be a compact domain with the

smooth boundary 3D. We assume that there exists a smooth mapping / of

V into pn(C).

THEOREM 5.1, ([2]). Let A be a complex (k — l)-dimensional linear subspace

of pn(C) such that f~1(A)f]D is a set of isolated points in (D — 3D). Let c denoted

the inclusion mapping of A into pn{C). If n(D, f,A) denotes the intersection number

of the singular chains f: D >pn{C) and ι\ A >pn{C), and if V(D) denotes the

volume of f{D), then

(5.1) V(D)-n(D,f,A)= [ f*Λ

where A is a real 2(n — k) + 1-form on (pn(C) — A), which is given by (5.11).

The volume element of pn{C) is the one induced by the standard unitary invariant

Kdhler metric, normalized so that the volume of pn{C) equals 1.

(Levine assumes in [2] that V is a complex manifold and that / is

holomorphic.)

Proof In order to prove this by using Theorem 4.1, let us consider the

canonical holomorphic vector bundles L, T, and E over pn{C), defined a

as follows, ([1]):

(5.2) T is the product bundle pn(C)xCn+1

(5.3) L is the subbundle of T consisting of all the pairs {l,v), where

I/G/.

(5.4) E is the quotient bundle TIL (Note d im£ = n). Then, over

Pn(C) we obtain the following exact sequence:

(5.5) 0 >L >T >E >0.

Let No be the norm on T induced by the inner product ( , ) of Cn+ί as

before. In terms of (5.5), the norm JV0 on T induces norms Nι on L and

N2 on E as stated in §2. We shall apply Theorem 4.1 to this holomorphic
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n-bundle E with the norm Nθ9 over pn(C). Let C(E), Ek and yn-k+

be as defined in previous sections. Now let z°, zn be homogeneous co-

ordinates of pn(C) coorresponding to the natural basis e0, ,en of Cn+1.

Here put

(5.6) Ω = - ^ - d' d" log Σ 5 - o ^ y

It is well-known ([5]) that Ω is the real 2-form on pn{C) induced by the

standard, unitary invariant, Kahler metric. Then we have

LEMMA 5.2. Let Ct(E) be the I th Chern form of E. Then we obtain

(5.7) C t ( E ) = Ω ι , (1 = 1, - , n )

Proof Let Vj be open sets defined by Vj = [/epw(C): z'(/)f=0}, f = 0,

• ,w. For each i let (£°, , ξ j~\ ξj+1, ,£w) be the coordinate system

on F; defined by t = zllzj, i = 0, , j — 1, j + 1, , n. Then we obtain

a holomorphic nonvanishing section Sj F/ — > L given by

Of course, from definition of the norm N, on L,

M(Si(/)) = 1 + (£(/),«/)), for each

where (?(/),?(/), = €°(Z)f°(/)+ +&'1(l)ξi'1d) + ξ'+ί(l)ξ'+V)+

Therefore it follows from (2.5) that d(L)lF y = — ^ - ί/r d" log (1 + (?,?),), so

that, from (5.6) we have C4JL) = — Ω. However in terms of Corollary 2.7,

Cι{E) = (-C1(L))1. Hence (5.7) is proved. Q.E.D.

Further we can prove

LEMMA 5.3.

(5.8)

Proof Let v^Cn+1 and let sv: pn(C) — [v]—>Ex<zE be a holomorphic

section defined by sv(ί) = (/,v//), / ε p n ( C ) - M . Then from Corollary 4.5

we have

\pKcCn(E) = zero (M, sυ).

It is sufficient to prove zero (|>], sv) = 1. For convernience sake we assume
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v = eQ. Then we obtain a frame t = {Mi^ί^n of E\V0 given by t^l) =

(/, — ejl) I e Vo. Let φ: Vo x Cn—> E\V0 be the trivialization defined

by

where z\ -,zn are complex coordinates of Cn. Further let ψ: E\V0—>Cn

be a holomorphic mapping defined by φ, i.e., ψφ(l9v) = v, for (l,v)^VoxCn.

To show zero fl>0], S«o) = 1, we estimate the mapping 0' 5e o:7o >CΛ. If

ξ1, , ξn denote the coordinates on Vo, as before, then it is easy to prove

that

Φ{1) = ( £ m ,ίΛ(/)) for each 1<ΞV0

Therefore zero ([eol seo) = 1. Q.E.D.

From Lemma 5.2 and 5.3, CΛ(£) = Ωn becomes the normalized volume

element of pn{C). Moreover from the fact that C(E) (or Ω) is invariant

under unitary transformations it follows that: Let A^- be any complex

(n — k + 1)-dimensional linear subspace of pn(C). Then

(5.9) \ Cn-k

Now let f,D,V(D) and A be as described in Theorem 5.1. Then, of

course, we have

(5.10) V(D) = f / * β - * + 1 = [ f*Cn.k+1(E).

Let / be any fixed point in A and let us take an orthonormal basis

Vo, , vn of Cn+1 such that

(a) vQ, ,flΛ-i belong to 4̂

Then we denote by Af the complex (w — k + l)-dimensional projective space

consisting of all the 1-dimensional subspace of [vk~l9 , vn]. Note AΓϊAj- = {/}.

It is obvious that A^ is a complemental submanifold to i at / without

boundary. Moreover we define a holomorphic s section s:{pn(C)—A)—>

Ejc by s(l) = {/,W/, ,v*-i//)} for all l^(pn(C) —A). It is clear that s is

the well-defined section. Here put
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(5.11) A = s*Vn-k+1(4E) on p»(C) - A.

The boundary form ηn_k+ί(πlE) is a real 2(n—h) + l-form5 and so is. Hence,

from (4.3) we have: \ JC^^E) = \ jA+obs^-il, s,A)n(l,A-j~, A) where c , :

Af—>p n (C) is the inclusion mapping. However 3A{-= φ, n{l,Aj-9A) = l9

and from (5.9), \ ,C7l_.fc+1(£') = l . so that, we have: for any l^A obs±{l, s, A) = l.

Again using (4.3) we have

(5.12) \ f*Cn.k+1(E) =\ f*Λ + ΣΆ^n(pJf / , A)

where f-i(A)f)D= {pl9 • ,pΛ

But, from definition of n(D,f,A), Hlj=in(pj9f,A) = n(D,f,A). (5.1) follows

from (5.10) and (5.12). Q.E.D.
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